Planning and Performance Improvement Software for Healthcare Organizations
Innovative Healthcare Performance Management Software

Over 2,500 organizations, from large integrated delivery networks to provider groups to small community hospitals, rely on the Axiom Healthcare Suite by Kaufman Hall to model the future, analyze results and surpass their most challenging and ambitious business goals. Our cloud-based suite features Strategic Financial Planning and Performance Improvement solutions to help you realize your mission and achieve long-term success.

Strategic Financial Planning Solutions

*Software built on more than three decades of experience improving financial health*

The Axiom Healthcare Suite helps you streamline and improve traditional finance processes with integrated strategic planning tools built upon Kaufman Hall's deep healthcare expertise.

**Budgeting**

Axiom Budgeting software incorporates methodologies designed to support efficient, accurate, and transparent budget development. Health systems, hospitals, physician practices, and acute care clinics use our budgeting solution to streamline processes, improve efficiencies, and highlight and alert management to variances so they can drive immediate action. Axiom Budgeting helps organizations develop an efficient, collaborative process with timely and accurate results.

**Rolling Forecasting**

Axiom Rolling Forecasting enables health systems to accurately predict future financial results based on the most up-to-date financial assumptions, so healthcare leaders can act and adapt accordingly. Organizations using Axiom Rolling Forecasting take a driver-based approach to forecasting, so finance teams can easily model the impacts of volume, rate, and efficiency assumptions across revenue and expense plans with multiple scenarios.
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Financial Planning
Axiom Financial Planning guides healthcare leaders in planning for the future by modeling scenarios to better understand long-term financial impacts. Leveraging best-practice financial management principles, Financial Planning enables hospitals, health systems, physician practices, and other healthcare organizations to develop multi-year financial plans with confidence. Our tools give finance professionals the insights they need to assess the viability of proposed initiatives, and pinpoint incremental volume, revenue, cost, debt, and capital structure implications.

Capital Planning and Tracking
Axiom Capital Planning and Tracking empowers organizations to adopt a structured and disciplined approach to allocate and manage capital. The solution’s robust financial modeling tools help healthcare providers improve financial performance and make better decisions while managing capital requests, determining capital allocation via ranking and scoring, and tracking ongoing projects.

Performance Reporting
Purpose-built for financial planning and reporting, Axiom Performance Reporting delivers robust financial reports for income statements, balance sheets, cash flows, and more. System integrations, sophisticated reporting capabilities, and web and Excel interfaces empower Finance departments to easily create and analyze reports and respond quickly to organizational needs — without assistance from IT.

Performance Improvement
*Software designed to drive healthcare success*
In today’s ever-changing healthcare landscape, organizations that merely react get left behind. To succeed, you need to optimize financial, clinical and operational performance with analysis, innovation and new thinking. Our Performance Improvement solutions bring together financial and clinical insights to help your organization accurately quantify the impacts of every decision you face. Our data-driven analytics and disciplined approach drive near-term success and long-term sustainability.

Decision Support
Axiom Decision Support helps healthcare organizations analyze their business to improve profitability by integrating accurate, flexible and comprehensive financial and clinical data to support strategic and tactical analysis. You can integrate insightful views of volume, cost, and profitability across service lines, physicians, payers, cohorts and populations across the care continuum. Use actionable intelligence to design performance improvement initiatives that reduce expenses associated to care variance, save costs through patient care initiatives, and improve patient outcomes.

Cost Accounting
Axiom Cost Accounting helps healthcare organizations improve financial performance through an integrated, efficient process that supports data-driven analysis. Our sophisticated cost assignment methods provide transparency into performance across patient populations and service lines. Easy-to-use costing models and built-in process management tools enable an integrated end-to-end costing process that’s efficient, repeatable and easy to maintain to reduce your total cost of ownership and improve the return on investment (ROI).

Contract Management
Axiom Contract Management helps ease the transition from traditional fee-for-service to value-based reimbursement models. Contract modeling and analytics tools help predict and manage reimbursement and analyze data to strengthen payer negotiations. With Axiom Contract Management, organizations can estimate net revenue by patient and better manage contracts, claims and payments across the organization, from both managed care and government payers.
Clinical Analytics
Axiom Clinical Analytics offers hospital leaders credible and accurate attributed data and analytics that identify problems and opportunities to improve financial and clinical performance, so healthcare leaders can adapt to succeed in a value-based environment. Using internal and external benchmark data to determine where to focus improvement efforts, provider organizations can improve utilization, quality, patient satisfaction, and affordability for best-practice care.

Comparative Analytics
Axiom Comparative Analytics offers healthcare’s most current, robust data set to help organizations compare performance and understand problems and opportunities to improve financial performance. This solution compares an individual organization’s revenue, expense, labor, volume, and financial health metrics across their health system and across peer organizations nationwide to deliver an objective, data-driven view of organizational performance. Quick and easy analysis helps healthcare leaders develop more meaningful key performance indicators, identify root cause issues, and proactively address the issues having material impact on their bottom line.

Strategy Management
Axiom Strategy Management delivers a comprehensive view of business performance, including: visibility into key performance measures, tools to model and evaluate new initiatives, and features that encourage collaboration around project milestones and goals. Designed for organizations seeking to strategically improve performance across the continuum, this solution helps achieve desired results by tracking initiatives with bottom-line impact throughout the financial planning process.

Awards

Highest overall satisfaction in Business Performance Management Vendor Landscape Matrix
Consecutive HFMA “Peer Reviewed” Designations since 2015
Ranked No. 1 by clients for Cost Accounting, Decision Support, and Contract Management